
IH010201: History of Ottomans and Turkish Republic

1.Who was the founder of ottoman dynasty?

a)Orhan            

               b) Muhmed ii                 

               c)  Uthman khan

2. Janissary army was established by?

              a)Bayasid II            

              b) Murad I                     

              c)salimIII

3. Ottoman council of advisers and ministers is also known as?

              a)Diwan                

              b) shura                            

              c)majlis

4.  The Ottoman ruler, who accepted the flag of seljukes as the official flag ?

.              a) Orhan                  

                b) MuradI                      

                c)Muhammed II

5.  Janissary corps was inaugurated by 

                  a)  Maliksha             



                  b)Isuddin ibek                 

                  c)Khayruddin

6. Ibrahim al halabi wrote book on ottoman laws called?

                  a) Zarb I kalim             

                  b) Mishkath al masabih      

                  c) Multaqa al abhor

7. Who was the chief architect  in Ottoman empire?

                      a) Ibrabim                 

                      b)sinan              

                      c)Al akthal

8. Who was the founder of modern Egypt?

                      a)Mohammed ali pasha  

                      b)Fazlurahman

                      c) jamaluddin afghani                     

9. Who established quazibiash army ?

                     a) Abdul majid

                     b)shykh hyder

                     c)Bayazid I

                      

10. Battle of dabiq between?

                     a)Mamluks and  Syrians

                     b) Turks and Mamluks 

                     c) Syrians and Turks

11.  First and last republic caliph in Ottoman empire?

                   a) Abdul hammed

                   b) Abdul majeed  

                   c)Muhammed ali pasha



12. Battle of Ankara was fought in the year? 

              a)1402 

              b)1412 

              c)1422

13. Topkapi museum is located in ?

              a)Kabul 

              b)istambul

              c) iran

14. First ottoman caliph was?

              a)Muhammed I

              b) SalimI 

              c)Bayazid II

15. The first ottoman constitution was written by?

                a)Muhammed ali pasha 

                b)Midhath pasha 

                c)Sultan Abdul hamid

16. Vatican press was started by ?

                a)Abdul aziz 

                 b)hyder 

                c)nepolian

17.The first school for girls in Egypt was established by ?

                a)Sha ismail 

                b)hameed 

                c)Suliman

18. The last ottoman sultan was?

               a) Muhammed Iv 

               b) mahmudIvi  

               c) sulaiman magnificient



19. Who hand over the castle of climp to Otthoman as a remuneration?

a) Queen Anna

 b) Cantaezena

 c) John V Paleogus

20. The commander in chief of Murad during the expedition of Edirne?

a) Afrinus Bek 

b) Lala Sahin Pasha

c) Cantazuzene

21. The name of the city hand over by the ruler of Khirman to Murad I

a) Sofiya

 b) Kothahiya

c) Ismeed (Necomedaa)

22The Ottoman commander in chief, who conquered Salonica the ancient Roman
city

a) Lala Sahin Pasha 

b) Khairdeen Pasha

c) Timner Twash Pasha

23. The first monument of Sabotage in the Ottoman Sultanate against the Sultan 
was

place during the period of

a) Murad I

b) Muhamad I

c) Selin I

24. Fist Battle of Kosovo took place

a) 1387

 b) 1388

c) 1389

25. The Ottoman Sulthan, who introduced the red flag with crescent

a) Orkhan



 b) Murad I

 c) Osman d

26. Who known as thunder bolt among the Ottoman Sulthan

a) Murad I 

b) Bayezid

c) Muhamed II 

27. The Ottoman Sulthan who entitled himself Ulthan - I - Rum

a) Murad I

 b) Bayazid I

c) Muhamad II

28. Yavus was the nick name of which ruler?

 a)Muhammed al fathih

 b) salim I 

 c)suliman

29. Najmuddin Erbakam is associated with—

 a)modern trends movement

 b)revival of islam in turkey

 c)father of modern turkey

30. Nizam-e-jadid was established by

a) muhammed al fatheh

b) salimIII

C) salim I

31.”Muraqa” was an album containing---?

a)  islamic coins

b) islamicstamps

c) islamic miniature paintings

32. The first surgical atlas  was authored by?

    a)Ibrahim al fazari 



    b)marginani

   c)sharafuddin subunji ugly

33. Mehshur sheyk dede was the ottoman---?

 a)whatch maker

 b)philosopher

 c)painter

34. The six monoblock pumb was invented by--?

   a) thaqi uddin

  b) Najmuddin

  c) Varthan pasha

35. The istambul observatory built in the year?

  a)1577

  b)1567

  c)1657

36. The istambul observatory was built by? 

 a) Najmuddin 

 b) thaqiuddin

 c) varthan pasha

37. The French astronomical work of Noel Duret was translated in to Arabic by --?

  a) Ibrahim al fazari

  b) Ibrahim effendi al sigetvary

  c) Ibrahim al halabi

38. Founder of young ottoman turks?

   a)Namic kamal

   b)Midhath pasha

   c)Abdul rahman al kawakib

39. First newspaper of Egypt was printed in the year—?



a)1818

b)1828

c)1827

40. treaty of “balta limani”was signed in 

a)1858

b)1838

c)1848

41. The native protestant church of Syria was founded in--?

a)1838

b)1826

c)1845

42. who was introduced first ottoman bank notes?

a) sultan abdul majeed

b) abdul hameed

c) orkhan

43. The man who killed Murad I

a) Lazar

 b) John V Paleogus

c) Milos Obilic

44. Who built the magnificent Ulu cami in Bursa to celebrate the vistory of the 
Battle of Nicopolis

 a) Mannel II Palcologus

 b) Murad I

 c) Bayzid I

45. The son of Bayazid I, who was imprisoned along with Bayzid I in the battle of 
Kosovo?

 a) Suleyman celebi 



 b) Isacelebi

 c) Mustafa Celefi

46. After the death of Basphid I, who declared himself as the Ottoman ruler with 
the capital of Edirne?

a) Suleyman Celebi 

b) Isa Celebi

c) Muhammed Celebi

47. Who considered as the second founder of Ottoman Sultanate

a) Bayazid I 

b) Muhammad II

c)  Muhammed I

48. Name of the princess Byzantium, who warned to Orhan

a) Theclora

b) Asporsha

c) Eftandise Hautn

49.The post of beylerbey denotes in ottoman period

a) Governer General.

 b) Vazir

c) Naval Admiral

50. The recruitng system of Ottoman army known as

a) Millet 

b) Derslime

c) Timariots

51. The Ottoman ruler, who established the former Osmani tribe in to a 
Sulthanate

a) Osman 

b) Murat I



c) Muhamed II

52. The term post deferdar denotes

a) minister 

b) finance secretary

c) keeper of register

53The battle of mohacs the Ottoman army led by

a) Mehmet II

 b) Murat II

c) Sulaiman I

54In the battle of Mohacs the Hungarians led by

a) Louis II 

b) Pal Tomori

c) Stephen VII

55The Ottoman ruler who related to the siege of szihetvan

a) Muhmet II 

b) Sulaiman I

c) Bayazid I

56. The son of Bayazid I, who was imprisoned along with Bayzid I in the battle o 
Kosovo

a) Suleyman celebi 

b) Isacelebi

c) Mustafa Celefi

57. The Muslims became the masters of Bosperons stait during the period of?

a) Murat I 

b) Bayazid I

c)  Muhamed II



58. The Ottoman Sulthan who give the shelter to the Jews and Muslims of Spain, 
after the fall of Granada?

a) Mehmet II 

b) Bayazid II

 c)Bayazid

59. The Sulthan who defeated Shah Ismail, the Safarid ruler of Persia?

a) Oiman 

b) Orkhan

c)  Salim I

60. The Mughal emperor, who had the friendly relationship with Sulaiman?

a) Humayun

 b) Akbar

c) Jahangir

61. The Sulthan who replaced the old Janisares by the western type of military 
troop

a) Muhmed I 

b) Sulaiman I

c) Salim II

62The Sulthan who introduced the policy that ‘all people in the Ottmoman 
empireas the Ottoman’

a) Sulaiman I

 b) Mehmet II

c)  Mahmud II

 63. Gerogens Aminithus, the Greek scholar lived in the court of?

a) Mehmet II

 b) Salim III

c) Sulaiman I

64. The great poet who lived in the court of Sulaiman I?



a) Ahmed Nada Ifandi 

b) Fazuli

c) Baki 

65. Ottoman architecture was synthesis of

a) Persian

 b) Mamluke of Byzantine

c) Sarasanic

66. Topkapi palace built in

a) 1460

 b) 1465

c) 1463

67.The UNESCO has declared Topkapi as world heritage site in

a) 1985 

b) 1980

c) 1979

68. Crimean war took place in

a) 1850 – 51

 b) 1853 – 56

c) 1858 – 60

69. The Ottoman rules belongs to

a) Mongoles 

b) Sassanid

c)  Turkish

70) The battle of mohacs the Ottoman army led by?

a) Mehmet II

 b) Murat II



c) Sulaiman I

71. The siege of Vienna in 1529, was the first attempt by the Ottoman empire led
by?

a) Saslim III 

b) Sulaiman I

c) Mehmut II

72. Predecessor of Salim I?

a) Bayzid II 

b) Salim II

c) Mehmet III

73. About how many years did the Ottoman empire?

a) 500 

b) 600

c) 400

74. What Ottoman ruler did the empire reach its peak?

a) Mehmet II

 b) Osman

c) Sulaiman I

75. What was the highly stylized calligraphic symbol of the Sultan use for official 
documents?

a) Kazan

 b) Tughra

c) Mihra

76. Who was the supreme authority in Ottoman Society both and military?

a) Sulthan

 b) Grand vizair

c) Ulema



77. An appointed official in the Ottoma empire who collected taxes,maintained 
lawand order and was directly responsible to the Sulthan’s court?

a) Sultan 

b) Sipahi

c) Vizer

78. A group of religious advisers to the Ottoman Sultan, his group administered 
the legal system and schools for educating Muslim?

a) Preiest

 b) Sinan

c) Ulema

79. Payaam and Decle newspapers were started by?

 a)Zia gogalp

 b) midhathpash

 c) Izuddin ibaq

80. A group of religious advisers to the Ottoman Sultan, his group administered 
the legal system and schools for educating Muslim?

a) Preie st

b) Sinan

c) Ulema

81. How did the problems in the Ottoma empire may have begun during the 
reign of suleyman the magnificent?

a) Slaues got their freedom

 b) Women wanted the right to vote

c) Empire lose some of its territory and intern am problems in the 1699

82. The Ottoman ruler preferred to administers their conquered regions through?

a) Doing it themselves 

b) Local rulers

c) Long distant rulers



83. The Sultan controlled his bureaucracy through ---- that met four days a week

a) imperial council

 b) Grand Council

c) Sultan Council

84. Constantnople was renamed ___ under the rule of Muhmmet II

a) Istambul 

b) Tarky

c) Gazer

85.The bloodless military coup of Egypt was in ?

a) 1956

b) 1952

c) 1965

86. The impact on the Ottoman rule out the peoples of ____ was relatively light?

a) South Africa 

b) North Africa

c) West Africa

87 in 1529, what was this city that became the high water mark of Ottoman 
expansion in Europe?

a) Munich 

b) Vienna

c) Belgrad

88. Ibrahim Pashe, the first grandvizer of the Ottoman empire appointed by 
Sulthan Sulaiman the        Magnificient was also known as?

a) Paragals

 b) Dramals

c) Pergamt 

89. The years after his coronation, Sulaiman captured a prize had eluded earlier 
Sultans. What important city fell to Sulaiman’s forces in 1521?



a) Sofia

b) Bucharest

c) Belgrada

90. What major middle eastern city did the Ottoman’s capture in 1534

a) Bagdad

 b) Jerusalem

c) Tehran

91. Rudki  is considered as

a)  Founder of classical Persian literature

b) founder of moder turkey

c)Founder of ottoman dynasty

92.Ghasnavid court language was

a)greek

b)Pahlavi

c)Persian

93.Tomb of rumi was built by

a) sinan 

b) bedruddin tebrisi

c) Bahaulla

94)Khawate Namak (book of kings) was translated in Arabic by

a) ibn khallikan 

b)sha waliyullah

c)Ibn mukaffa

95.The champion of Arab nationalism is

a)  maulana nanatavi

b)  ali abdul raziq



c)  abul-rahman al kawakibi

96. the ruling period of Muhammed II

 a) 1481-1512

 b) 1451-1481

 c) 1431-1466

97. The first newspaper of Syria?

 a)Hadiqathul akbari

 b)Hadiqathul ansar

 c)Al-Hilal

98. Who was abolished Constitution of Turkey?

 a)Abdul majid

 b) Abdul Hameed

  c)Muhammed Ali pasha

99. Z1ia Gogalp was born in?

   a)1877

   b)1875

   c)1888

100.Ottoman bank was founded in ?

   a)1858

   b)1856

   c)1855



Answer key

1.c                               

2.b

3.a

4.b

5.c

6.c



7.b

8.a

9.b

10.b

11.b

12.a

13.b

14.b

15.b

16.c

17.a

18.b

19.b

20.b

21.b

22.c

23.a

24.c

26.b

27.a

28.b

29.b

30.b

31.c

32.c

33.a



34.a

35.a

36.b

37.b

38.a

39.b

40.b

41.a

42.a

43.c

44.c

45.c

46.a

47.c

48.a

49.c

50.b

51.b

52.b

53.c

54.a

55.b

56.b

57.b

58.c

59.c



60.a

61.c

62.c

63.c

64.a

65.b

66.b

67.a

68.b

69.c

70c

71.b

72.a

73.b

74.c

75.b

76.a

77.c

78.c

79.a

80.c

81.c

82.b

83.a

84.a

85.b



86.b

87.b

88.a

89.c

90.a

91.a

92.c

93.b

94.a

95.c

96.b

97.a

98.b

99.b

100.b




